For Sale: One Uterus
Reason for selling: no longer needed
Uterus may not be exactly as shown – image is for
reference purposes only.
Description: one uterus, used only twice (that I know
of). Still works, but has a few problems. Have seen a
couple of experts to discuss repair but am not happy
with offered solutions or waiting periods. Would
prefer simply to be rid of it A.S.A.P.
Optional accessories: I can also include two ovaries
which are not showing any signs of wear and are in exceptional condition despite their age. (I have
been told that they cause problems having nothing to do with their primary purpose, and are external
to their current location, but I dispute that). Buyer of uterus can have one or both, I don't give a shit
which.
Warranty: Expired. This uterus has performed very well in the past, nurturing two female children
almost to term in separate pregnancies. Don not be deterred by “almost to term” as a full 9 month
term is too goddamned long anyway, and both infants were healthy and of good weight. One had a
pointy head at birth, but that was the fault of another accessory which is not for sale at this time, as it
is still used occasionally.
More Photos: May be supplied upon request but are only black and white, grainy, and show tiny
clenched fists and legs, none of which are included with the uterus.
Delivery: Haven't actually figured that out yet. May be a problem.
Disclaimer: copyright holder of image is I HEART GUTS. You can buy this stuffed uterus from them,
although the model available now is slightly different. From what I understand, this particular one was
faulty and had ovaries that fall off. Mine do not.
Feel free to make a reasonable offer. Or any offer at all. Please.
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